The Greatest Comeback Story Ever Told...Your Own. That's the promise of Full Recovery!

What have you been dreaming of accomplishing? What is your full potential? What gifts and abilities has the Creator built into you? How do you turn your dreams and desires into reality? The answers are in "Full Recovery" a book for our time.

Sept. 28, 2009 - PRLog -- Brian McAlister, successful entrepreneur, author and recovering alcoholic has created an interactive program for personal development like no other. The secret to life-long happiness and abundance is spelled out in his break-through book, "Full Recovery - Abandon Addiction, Acquire Inspiration, Achieve Abundance." Tens of millions of people are suffering from addiction and the problem has only gained momentum during the economic slump. It is hardly an exaggeration to call addiction the plague of our modern society. Brian will be appearing Tuesday, October 6, on the nationally syndicated Joey Reynolds Show in New York City. The interview can be heard on WOR 710 AM early morning talk radio. Rather than cheap optimism or get-rich-quick techniques, Brian will be discussing the universal truths that permeate all 12-step programs, world religions and classic philosophy that lead to long-term success. "Character-based success endures.” It is character-based principles that have led Brian from a low-bottom alcoholic and drug addict to a successful father, author and businessman. His intelligently organized system is designed to produce action, create momentum and achieve results. Truly experiencing abundance in more than just accumulating money or material wealth. An abundant life includes love, health, spiritual prosperity, meaningful relationships and peace of mind. Read "Full Recovery," work the lessons, follow the suggestions and you will have a starring role in the greatest comeback story you'll ever tell ... your own.
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publisher of Full Recovery, abandon addiction, acquire inspiration, achieve abundance.
Break-through interactive program geared to people in recovery. This intelligently designed system is designed to produce action create momentum and achieve results.
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